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Abstract. In the present article we use a combinatorial approach to generalize the Comtet num-
bers. In particular, we establish some combinatorial identities, recurrence relations and gen-
erating functions. Additionally, for some particular cases we study their relationship with t -
successive associated Stirling numbers and their q-analogue.
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1. INTRODUCTION






of partitions of a set with n elements into k non-empty blocks. This sequence satisfies





























can be generalized to the associated Stirling numbers





m (cf. [1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 18, 20])) by means of a restriction
on the size of the blocks. In particular, this sequence gives the number of partitions











. This combinatorial sequence has been applied to the study
of some special polynomials such as generalized Bernoulli and Cauchy polynomials,
(see, e.g., [12–16]).
Recently, Belbachir and Tebtoub [2] considered a variation for the associated Stirl-





	Œ2. This new sequence counts the number of partitions of n elements
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into k blocks, with the additional condition that each block contains at least two con-
secutive elements. Moreover, the last element n must either form a block with its
predecessor or belong to another block satisfying the previous conditions. In [2], the



















	Œ2 D 1, ˚ n
n 1
	Œ2 D 0 and ˚n
0
	D 0 for n 1.
Inspired by these results, in this paper we aim to investigate the sequence
faŒt.n;k/gn;k0, defined by the recurrence relation
aŒt.n;k/D ukaŒt.n 1;k/CaŒt.n  t;k 1/; n tk; (1.1)
with the initial conditions aŒt.0;0/D 1;aŒt.n;n  `/D 0 for `D 1;2; : : : ; t  1 and
aŒt.n;0/D 0, for n 1. Moreover, fung is a sequence of real numbers.
We will call the sequence faŒt.n;k/gn;k0 the generalized t -Comtet numbers.
The reason for this name is that for t D 1 we recover the Comtet numbers (see, e.g.,




	Œt. This sequence is called by
Belbachir and Tebtoub [3] as the t -successive associated Stirling numbers. If t D 2




	Œ2. If t D 1 and uk D k, then aŒ1.n;k/D ˚nk	.
In this paper our goal is to give the recurrence relation, the generating function
and some combinatorial identities. For some particular cases, we give combinatorial
interpretations.
2. BASIC PROPERTIES
From the recurrence relation (1.1) we obtain the following generating function.









.1 u0x/.1 u1x/.1 u2x/   .1 ukx/; (2.1)
with AŒt0 .x/D 11 u0x .





























Iterating this last recurrence, we obtain (2.1). 
From the above relation, we have the following combinatorial expression.








2   uikk ; (2.2)
for n tk.






Œt.n  i   t;k 1/: (2.3)
Proof. For n tk;
a.n;k/ D uka.n 1;k/ Ca.n  t;k 1/;
uka.n 1;k/ D u2ka.n 2;k/ Cuka.n 1  t;k 1/;






un tk 1k a.tkC1;k/D un tkk a.tk;k/ Cun tk 1k a.tkC1  t;k 1/;
un tkk a.tk;k/ D un tkC1k a.tk 1;k/Cun tkk a.t.k 1/;k 1/;
by summing, we get the result. 





i¤j .uj  ui /
; (2.4)
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then X
n0
aŒt.nC tk;k/xn D 1





















i¤j .uj  ui /
1Axn;
which gives the result. 







i¤j .uj  ui /
: (2.5)
2.1. Exponential generating function for the t-Comtet numbers
Let u1; : : : ;uk be a sequence of complex numbers and let .Am/mD1;:::;n be the
sequence of matrices such that Am is mm-matrix
Am D
26664
uk m uk mC1    uk 1
uk mC1    uk
:::
: : :
: : : 0
uk 1 uk 0 0
37775 ;





uk1   ukj ;
(the alternate sequence of elementary symmetric function associated to u1;u2; : : : ;uk).
We have .p u1/.p u2/   .p uk/D pkC1pk 1C2pk 2C Ck . Now
we can state the following lemma which will be used to establish the main result of
this subsection.
Lemma 1. We have the following decomposition
1
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.p ui /L.C Œtk .y//DL.C Œt0 .y//DL.u.y//;
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3. THE 2-SUCCESSIVE ASSOCIATED r -WHITNEY NUMBERS
In this section, we study the particular case uk D kmCr . Let n;r  0 be integers.
Let ˘r.n;k/ denote the set of partitions of the set ŒnC r WD f1; : : : ;n;nC1; : : : ;nC
rg into kCr blocks, such that, the first r elements are in distinct blocks. The elements
f1;2; : : : ; rg will be called special elements. A block of a partition of the above set
is called special if it contains special element. The cardinality of ˘r.n;k/ is the
r-Stirling numbers of the second kind [5].
The 2-successive associated r-Whitney numbers of the second kind, denoted
W
Œ2
m;r.n;k/, count the number of partitions in ˘r.n;k/, such that:
 the k non-special blocks contain at least two consecutive numbers,
 all the elements but the last one and its predecessor in non-special blocks are
coloured with one of m colours independently,
 the elements in the special blocks are not coloured,
 the last element nCr must either form a block with its predecessor or belong
to another block (special or not-special) satisfying the previous conditions.
We denote by ˘ Œ2r;m.n;k/ the set of partitions in˘r.n;k/ that satisfying the previous





For example,W Œ22;3.5;2/D 15with the partitions being (themD 2 different colours
of the elements will be fixed as red and blue, and the r D 3 special elements are 1;2
and 3): ˚f1g;f2g;f3g;f4;5;6g;f7;8g	 ; ˚f1g;f2g;f3g;f4;5;6g;f7;8g	 ;˚f1;6g;f2g;f3g;f4;5g;f7;8g	 ; ˚f1g;f2;6g;f3g;f4;5g;f7;8g	 ;˚f1g;f2g;f3;6g;f4;5g;f7;8g	 ; ˚f1;4g;f2g;f3g;f5;6g;f7;8g	 ;˚f1g;f2;4g;f3g;f5;6g;f7;8g	 ; ˚f1g;f2g;f3;4g;f5;6g;f7;8g	 ;˚f1;8g;f2g;f3g;f4;5g;f6;7g	 ; ˚f1g;f2;8g;f3g;f4;5g;f6;7g	 ;˚f1g;f2g;f3;8g;f4;5g;f6;7g	 ; ˚f1g;f2g;f3g;f4;5;8g;f6;7g	 ;˚f1g;f2g;f3g;f4;5;8g;f6;7g	 ; ˚f1g;f2g;f3g;f4;5g;f6;7;8g	 ;˚f1g;f2g;f3g;f4;5g;f6;7;8g	 :
Theorem 5. For n 2k, we have
W Œ2m;r.n;k/D .kmC r/W Œ2m;r.n 1;k/CW Œ2m;r.n 2;k 1/: (3.1)
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Proof. For any set partition of ˘ Œ2r;m.n;k/, there are three options: either nC r
form a block with its predecessor .nC r  1/, or nC r is in a special block or nC r
is in a non-special block. In the first case, there are W Œ2m;r.n 2;k 1/ possibilities.
In the second case, the element nC r can be place into one of the r special blocks
and the remaining elements can be chosen in W Œ2m;r.n  1;k/. Altogether, we have
rW
Œ2
m;r.n  1;k/ possibilities. For the third case, we can follow a similar argument,
then we obtain kmW Œ2m;r.n 1;k/ possibilities. 
A comparison of (3.1) and (1.1) shows that aŒ2.n;k/DW Œ2m;r.n;k/ for uk D kmC
r . Therefore, from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 we get the following corollaries.











.1  rx/.1  .mC r/x/.1  .2mC r/x/   .1  .kmC r/x/ ; (3.2)
with W Œ20 .x/D 11 rx . Moreover, the 2-successive associated r-Whitney numbers of




r i0.mC r/i1   .kmC r/ik ; (3.3)
for n 2k.
In particular, for m D 1 and r D 0 we obtain the generating function of the 2-
successive associated Stirling numbers of the second kind.











.1 x/.1 2x/   .1 kx/; (3.4)







1i12i2   kik :





for i  n.
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.1  rx/.1  .mC r/x/.1  .2mC r/x/   .1  .kmC r/x/
D x
2k



























.1 y/.1 2y/   .1 kmy/;
where y D mx
1 rx .







































Comparing the coefficients of xn, we obtain (3.5). 
Combinatorial proof: We can construct any set partition of ˘ Œ2r;m.n;k/ as follows:




Note that we have to subtract k elements of n because in the non-special blocks there






ways. The factor mi 2k accounts for the i   2k non-minimal
elements within these blocks that are each to be colored in one of m ways.
From Theorem 5 and by induction on n we obtain the following identity.
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.mj C r/n k :

3.1. Relations with the r-Whitney numbers
The r-Whitney numbers of the second kindWm;r.n;k/were defined by Mezo˝ [17]
as the connecting coefficients between some particular polynomials.






where xn D x.x 1/   .x nC1/ for n 1, and x0 D 1.
The r-Whitney numbers of the second kind satisfy the recurrence [17]
Wm;r.n;k/DWm;r.n 1;k 1/C .kmC r/Wm;r.n 1;k/: (3.7)
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Comparing (3.7) and (3.1) we have the following relation.
Corollary 5. [2, Theorem 4.1] For n 2k,
W Œ2m;r.n;k/DWm;r.n k;k/: (3.8)
Mezo˝ and Ramı´rez [19] studied the r-Whitney matrices of the second and the
first kind and they derived several identities for these matrices. In particular, the
r-Whitney matrix of the second kind is defined by
ŒWm;r .n;k/n;k0D
266666664
1 0 0 0 0
r 1 0 0 0
r2 mC2r 1 0 0
r3 m2C3rmC3r2 3mC3r 1 0






Notice that the sequence .W Œ2m;r.n;k//k corresponds with the sequence of elements
on rays in direction .1;1/ over the r-Whitney matrix of the second kind.
4. THE t -SUCCESSIVE ASSOCIATED r -WHITNEY NUMBERS
In this section, we consider the rays in direction .s;1/, i.e., we are going to study
the sequence fWm;r.n  sk;k/g. We denote by W Œtm;r.n;k/ the number Wm;r.n 
sk;k/, where t D sC 1. We call this new sequence the t -successive associated r-
Whitney numbers of the second kind. It is possible to show that the t -successive
associated r-Whitney numbers count the number of partitions in ˘r.n;k/, such that:
 the k non-special blocks contain at least t consecutive numbers,
 all the elements but the last one and its t   1 predecessors in non-special
blocks are coloured with one of m colours independently,
 the elements in the special blocks are not coloured,
 the last element nC r must either form a block with its t   1-predecessors
or belong to another block (special or not-special) satisfying the previous
conditions.
Reasoning in a similar manner as in Theorem 5 we obtain the following results.
Theorem 8. For n tk, we have
W Œtm;r.n;k/D .kmC r/W Œtm;r.n 1;k/CW Œtm;r.n  t;k 1/: (4.1)











.1  rx/.1  .mC r/x/.1  .2mC r/x/   .1  .kmC r/x/ ; (4.2)
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.mj C r/n .t 1/k : (4.3)
As corollary for t D 2 we get [3, Theorem 4, Theorem 6 and Theorem 7].
It is not difficult to generalize the relation given in Theorem 6.















Consequence. From Equation (4.2) we deduce that W Œtm;r.nC .t  1/k;k/ are the
classical r-Whitney numbers Wm;r.n;k/.
From the explicit formula given in (4.3) we get the exponential generating function
of the t -successive associated r-Whitney numbers.





















.jmC r/.t 1/k : (4.5)














.jmC r/k : (4.6)
These two result are more specified expressions as relation (2.9) of Theorem 4.
Proof. (Theorem 10) We use the derivation .t 1/k times according to x and using
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
Theorem 11. For n k, we have













































W Œtm;r.nC .t  1/k;k/
D .mkC r/W Œtm;r.n 1C .t  1/k;k/CW Œtm;r.n 1C .t  1/.k 1/;k/;
which gives the desired result. 












with empty sum equal zero.




r i1.rCm.1  i1//i2.rCm.2  i1  i2//i3




r i .rCm.1  i//j D 1;








r i .rCm.1  i//j .rCm.2  i  j //k.rCm.3  i  j  k//`
D 6r2C12mrC7m2:























.mj C r/n .t 1/k : (4.10)
Proof. It suffices to set uk DmkCr then

uj  ui Dm.j   i/

in Theorem 3. 
For t D 2 we get Theorem 7.







































































j i D 0 for i < k. 
5. A q-ANALOGUE OF THE t -SUCCESSIVE ASSOCIATED STIRLING NUMBERS
Finally, we considerer a q-analogue of the t -successive associated Stirling num-
bers of the second kind. For this purpose, we use a similar statistic studied by Carlitz
[6], see also [21].
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Let  DB1=B2=   =Bk be any block representation of a set partition in˘ Œt0;1.n;k/ WD
˘ Œt.n;k/, with min.B1/ <min.B2/ <   <min.Bk/. We define the following stat-




.i  1/.jBi j  tC1/:








as the distribution polynomial for the wŒt statistic on









Œt./; n;k  0;
where q is an indeterminate.









For example, in the set ˘ Œ2.7;3/ we have the following partitions:
ff1;2g;f3;4;5g;f6;7gg ; ff1;2;3g;f4;5g;f6;7gg ; ff1;2;5g;f3;4g;f6;7gg ;






D q4Cq3Cq3Cq5Cq4Cq3 D 3q3C2q4Cq5:
Let us introduce the following notations.


































Proof. For any set partition of ˘ Œt.n;k/, there are two options: either n form
a block with its t   1-predecessors, or n is in a block that satisfies the conditions.






possibilities. In this case, the size of the
last block Bk is t , then this block contributes a factor qk 1. In the second case,
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the element n can be place into one of the k blocks and thus contributes a factor












From above theorem, we obtain the following corollaries.












.1 x/.1  Œ2qx/.1  Œ3qx/   .1  Œkqx/: (5.2)
Moreover, the q-analogue of the t -successive associated r-Stirling numbers are given










q    Œkikq ; (5.3)
for n tk.
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